Arrival Process

Students living in the residence halls, Global Village, and apartments:

Please have your Move-In Dashboard Pass printed and displayed on your dashboard at all times.

Key and ID Pickup: Arrive at RIT via the main entrance off of Jefferson Road on to Lomb Memorial Drive and follow the map above to Lot D. Here, you will check in for Orientation and pick up your Housing key.

Move-In: When you leave Lot D, you will proceed to residence hall drop zones (See drop zone map) or apartment location. Please check your Move-In Dashboard Pass to determine the color of your drop zone. On-campus signage will direct you to the corresponding drop zone to begin your move-in process.

- Green - M Lot
- Purple - Ellingson Circle
- Red - Kate Gleason
- Yellow - Nathaniel Rochester
- Orange - Sol Heumann Circle
- Blue - Grace Watson

Students living in the RIT Inn, 175 Jefferson, and Global Village 405:

- RIT Inn assigned students will check in and pick up their key and ID at the front desk of that location.
- 175 Jefferson assigned students will check in and pick up their key at the front desk of that location.
- Global Village 405 assigned students can proceed to their assignment. They must self-check in on the myLife portal and use the HID Mobile Access app to access their space.